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ABSTRACT

The domination of nature by technology and the development of the
information âge hâve aided in the construction of the world as a set of
images. The resuit is an architecture which has a tendency to stabilize its
ideals and institutionalize its fears. However, architecture is a discourse, a
measure of man, and as such requires constant dislocation. Architecture
is a question of writing and laying out, it is open-ended and itérative,
reintroducing the imagination to the fabrication of narrative and event.

The intention of this thesis project is to reintroduce the notions of sensuality,
curiosity, intuition and event as part of an architectural fabric. The project
occomplishes this task by incorporating a framework of indeterminacy
through the application of a soft-system, a chaotic non-linear conceptual
model. This soft-system takes on the form of an interventive topography
placed on the existing industrial structure of the Angus Shops in the east
end of Montréal. The intervention is essentially composed of "genetic"
fragments and conditions; interactions between thèse éléments create an
architecture of indeterminacy.

It is through both a theoretical and an

architectural investigation that the work reveals architecture as a tactile
and unpredictable expérience.

By carefully examining the soft-system

utilizing phenomenology, architecture takes on a critical and mediating
rôle, relieving and redirecting social and environmental currents. The effect
is a malléable, existentialist architecture which offers a multiplicity of
readings and expériences capable of rehabilitating the Angus Shops, rather
than preserving them.
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MANIFESTATION OF THE SOFT

"..phenomenology seeks to dérive a framework from the things in
themselves."
- Ignasi de Sola-Morales, Différences.

6

INTRODUCTION

Unification and simplification hâve become ail too common signifiers of
"contemporary" western culture. This praise of the scientific paradigm
and adoration of the image, or the thing that stands in for the event, must
be metamorphosed to rekindle the importance of the expérience. It must
be recognized that indeterminacy is the natural order of things and that it
is in diversity and différence that one begins to understand the topography
of a place. Society's "new conceptual attitudes must embrace différence;
the productof the complex Systems that constitute [the] urban environment."1
To recognize this dynamic state of things is to utilize the incredible energy
which flows through the environment.

It is almost impossible to dérive a completely logical and systematic discourse
to address and describe thèse indeterminate and varying Systems. The
alternative is to create a collection of discourses which in turn form their
own unique language. The principle of arriving at an understanding of
things in themselves on the basis of a science which is grounded not in
abstract principles but rather in représentations, is the issue identified by
phenomenology and explored further in this document.

Rather than

imposing a framework or a categorizing system upon something,
phenomenology seeks to dérive a framework from the things in themselves.2

Man, upon realizing his rootlessness, has changed his situation and learned
how to dwell. The process in which man dwells is none other than the work
of construction. Construction is therefore a conséquence of the "civilized"
society, an attempt to instate a home and place where one did not originally
exist. It is something that must be done, and will be done, step by step, by
gathering together the necessary éléments. The end resuit is that the space
of dwelling is not géométrie but is rather existentialist, resulting from man's
phenomenological perception or place. Construction is thus grounded in
expérience. Heideigger recognized this need for a qualitative dwelling,

one that would situate men between the earth and the gods.

This thesis seeks to rehabilitate an existing industrial structure in the east
end of Montréal through the exploration of the théories of chaos, referred
to as soft-systems. The intent of the project is to implement an intervention
composed of "genetic" fragments capable of structuring in an indeterminate
way a secondary framework while drawing from the context of the structure.

COMMON ARCHITECTURE

Since the inception of the earth as a global community, architecture has
embraced political correctness, limiting itself to common notions of historical

This phenomenon can
perhaps be traced to the
event of Augusî 23,1966 at

events and contenting itself with a superficial appropriation of historical

6:55 GMT, when the ground

forms and compositional languages. As modem society does not feel

control centre in California

confident in its ability to create a unique vision, present-day architecture

radioed instructions to Lunar
Orbit I, the planet satellite

looks backward to earlier genres in an attempt to find compensation in the
3

riches of the past.

But to romanticize the past, instead of extracting from

it, is to impoverish architecture since it does not let the individual stake a

revolving around the moon,
to glance back at its home
planet. For the first time in
hfstory mankind saw, even

daim on his own framework. Rather, it lets him cling to something outside

though only through

of himself. So at a time when the modem world welcomes technological

technical servo eyes, earth as

advances, when science and technology continuously push the limits of
perception and understanding of the physical world, architecture remains
a static entity sequestering itself within a framework of symbols and products,
far removed from its potential as a physical source of médiation. While
maintaining such a status quo ensures a place of safety and security, the
inévitable and unfortunate resuit is that architecture is rendered neutral.

Architecture at the end of the twentieth century suffers from many syndromes
and produces many by-products. It ceases to exist as a mediator between
the human expérience and the physical environment, except perhaps literally
through environmental controls. It instead becomes a manifestation of the
product, in short, a commodity. For example, residential architecture is

a celestial body.A - Sanford
Kwinter.

often conceived for the products that it will house and their organization:
the car, dishwasher, patio-door, gas fireplace etc. The résidence therefore
becomes spatially adjusted to its mechanization, to its consumables, rather
than to thèse processes which would imply inhabitation and interaction.

Architecture is a situation, a médium or a quasi-instrument. It is something
more flexible and palpable, something in flux, continuous and yet changing,
adaptable physically and psychologically.

Architecture is a secondary

construction to the landscape, a framework capable of reliving the state of
things. It is able to offer a setting of sorts, under the simultaneous constraints
and impacts of its inhabitants and environments.

The architectural

construction cornes into existence as the human body interacts with it: it is
the object that fits one's hand perfectly. Architecture is but the imprint and
yet it is the primary structure.

Architecture should accept dynamicism. It should recognize the fluidity
which is implied in dwelling and, while physically immobile, act as a catalyst.
Building is an art that is erogenous; it is messy, it is simultaneously an asset
and a liability; it is tactile, it fills us, it becomes part of the process which
provides expérience.4

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODERN

Accepting and describing architecture as an indeterminate condition must
first begin with the récognition of similar philosophical discourses and
systematic tendencies in modem architecture.

Often, in the context of the twentieth century, mechanism and organism
are seen to be in opposition, as dueling idéologies. But it is through both
of thèse metaphors that architecture has sought to find a formai model. Le
Corbusier, Picasso and other constructivists were a few of the instigators in
exploring mechanistic currents, while on the other hand, Wright, Sharoun

and Aalto could be said to hâve taken an organic approach.

As one of the fathers of modernism, Le Corbusier sought to get rid of the
symbolic nature of architecture and to modulate it in terms of its mechanistic
essence. This in itself is a rather difficult, if not impossible task. The projection
of the eye, the "promenade architectural", the unity of proportion and the
building module were some of the tools Le Corbusier developed to
reconfigure his architecture as a body-machine, of which thearchitect would
ensure the functioning.

Le Corbusier's

architecture,

or

"machine for living", was prosthetic to
the inhabitant. It became a means of

rf
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mechanically inscribing a géographie reality for which the body would
inform the layout, and the proportions of the parts would be determined
through the opérations of block modulators. Therefore the machine was
scaled to the proportional modulators of the human body. The expérience
was often thought of as veiling and unveiling, hence the importance of the
free wall inset in a structural frame and the relationships of outside to
inside through spatial transparency. The architecture took on the metaphor
of a mechanism, the mechanism of enframement or of movement, which
would control both the physical and the psychological environments enabling
the body to dwell in nature.

Le Corbusier also developed object types as
extensions ofthe human body, which one could
substitute metaphorically for organs.

Thèse

constructions were seen as a reconfiguration of
the body in a mechanistic sensé, pushing outwards
to where its artificial extremities encounter the world. Like the machine,
the architectural gestures became mlnimalistic, geometrical and repetitious,
employing rhythms and pace, pièces and parts, function and program to

construct space.(C)

In Vers une architecture, rather than apologizing for engineering's radical
submission to economy and calculation, Le Corbusier revises the rôle of
architecture as pure spiritual construction. The forms and relationships
established by architecture are distinguished from the strict form of
(C) In Vers une Architecture,

engineering with the assertion that in the latter, innovation is forever dictated

Le Corbusier uses images of

by science and technology where in contrast the rôle of architecture is the

the Lingotto factory in Italy

expression of the absolute.5 For Le Corbusier, architecture is the médiation

and of industrial buildings
designed by Albert Kahn

between the techniques, the images, and the panorama that culture présents
at every instant. This he referred to as the order of the universe. Although
manifested on the practical, productive, particular level of objects,

early in the 20th century.
He implies that thèse
fadories can be seen as
architectural machines, basic

architectural médiation is exercised on the plane of discourse, expression
and message. Scientific and technological changes need not be regarded
as threateningly inhuman, or destructive, but rather as beneficent products

structures which organize the
flowof the inputand the
output of the activities they
house. Thèse buildings are

capable of reconciling subjectand environment through the production of
architecture as mediator.

an embodimentof the
industrial production known
as Fordfsm. They are
buildings whosesize, façade

While both the organism and mechanism are perceived to be absolûtes,
as assemblies of pièces and fragments to structurally coordinate and
elaborate a single routed gesture, the fo rms and constructions of the

and social présence déclare
industrial production of an
unspecffied sort. They make
literal the mechanistic

organism are generated from the principles of nature. Organic constructions
are conceptualiy elaborate, often with maze-like, long gestures and
promenades through rooms, thresholds and pathways. The architectonic

metaphor. Itisalmostas if
the building does the work
with the human interaction
important only in feeding it.

of the structure is weaved together and amorphically monolithic.

The collection of functions

Technological advancements are used for reproduction of building materials

under one roof for the first

which are then employed to organically assemble the architecture rather

time dictâtes purely the

than being embodied in the architecture itself. Standardization is the soûl
of the machine; it essentially produces the building blocks, but not the
montage. The organism embraces certain characters of its site, such as
long horizontal views or fragmented rields or vision which are carried in

uHUHflll!

the gênerai masslng and assembly of the structure. It is through the principles
of horizontality and human scale that the organic material is forged as the

aesthetics and spatial
relationships of the
structures. îhe assembly

dwelling of man. The hierarchical formation of the structure also follows

crânes of the factory produce

the principles of nature and/or of the site

long horizontal spaces and

where the work often draws from a géologie

the design processes of the
building créâtes an open

or topographie metaphor; for example, the

plan, an envelopingshed in

tendency to hâve the earthwork appear as

which wall placement
delineates the spaces.8 -

part of the building and for the roof to
appear at times as the extension of the
landform. 6

NON-LINEAR VS. LINEAR SYSTEMS: THE SOFT-SYSTEM

The distinction between a linear mechanism and a non-linear system is
that the linear system obeys what is sometimes called the 'principle of
superposition' - simple add ition of quantifies without interaction or effects.
The constituent parts are independent and may be understood in isolation.
Non-linear Systems, however, cannot be explained simply through an
understanding of their parts, because their primary behaviours and qualities
represent properties of interactions between parts. When the System is
broken down, thèse interaction-based properties disappear. The pertinent
and interesting properties of non-linear Systems are therefore émergent.7
They are the products of fully integrated hierarchical arrangements and
are expressed principally through their organization and form, not their
structure.

Non-linear Systems are known primarily for their capacity to change in
indeterminate ways over time, continually manifesting new properties, forms
and patterns.

Thèse Systems, even when not organically based, are

increasingly assimilated with, and described by, the processes of life. Hence
whaf once was a physical model as a system or explanatlon changes to a
biological one. Acceptance of non-linear Systems represents a passing

Ignasî de Sola-Moraies.

from an âge of mimesis, représentation and reproducibility, to one
characterized by performance, molding or giving form.

(E) A soft-system is a type of non-linear System. It is something so elegantly
and uncannily poised berween stability and instability. Like a small child

(E) "Two events caused a
profound shilling of relations
in which the human being

on a large bicycle, it is stable and safe so long as the System is moving, yet

was clossically and implicitly

sure to fall down if any one part is brought to a hait. In other words, the

seen to unfold: the

stability of the System is rooted in its dynamicism, in its capacity to
simultaneously handle and process movement, change and différence.8

hypothesis of continental
drift and the images
transmirted by the Apollo
astronauts durfng their

As described by Sanford Kwinter in his article "Soft Systems"7, one of the

successive expéditions to the
moon. The earthseen for the

earliest applications of the soft-system theory was to the problem of

first time from an uncanny

ipegenesis, to help displace in large part the classical atomist or mechanistic

perspective rising as an

theory of development. Itwas long believed rhat individual gènes controlled

exterior orbiting planet, was
simply astonishing. More

individual traits - such as eye or hair color - and that an organism is little

than simply inert, a

more than an assembled mosaic constituted by the sum of thèse information

hospitable system of thermal

units and the traits they express. The accepted theory was that the cell

and energy flows, the earth
appeared in its distance both

alone contained ail of the information necessary for the assembly of an

strange and exubérant - like

organism, telling when, where, how and why to stop doing something. It

a slowly stirring animal

did not explain how the cell is supposed to undersrand its identity, both as

artfuliy forgfng and
cultivating its lair. The

a single cell and with respect to its identical neighbors. From where did

shimmering complexity of

this message of différence corne?

movement and colour was at
once awe-inspiring and
disturbing. As a System it

It was eventually discovered that a single gène actually affects not one but
a wide range of physical characteristics, and that a large number of gènes

appeared strangely moist,
layered and kinetic,
saturated with partern and

contribute to determining a single phenotopic characteristic. (F) Gènes

nuance, at once fragile in its

are therefore no more than rudimentary anchors or triggers in a complex

kaléidoscope of shifting hues

dynamic System of active, non-linear interrelationships. In other words,

and textures, and visibly
robustagainstthe crystalline

gènes work together in large, integrated complex ways to produce effects

void of deep space. A Soviet

rather far removed from, and infinitely more subtle than, the raw

cosmonaut witnessing

information storea in their own molecular data banks.
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For example, the bail in the epigenetic

firsthand this same view

pfi

*%m

landscape viewed from above represents

commented that only
through an embarrassing

a ceil or a cluster of cells. The directness

misconception could we hâve

of the cell or tendency to develop is

called our planet'earth' for
it is plain for anyone to see

topographically represented by the
downward slope of the epigenetic plane.

®vw i ; k il.'.*1

that fn fact it ought really to
iitvr:.ii

The flow from above to below follows a time axis. The basins or channels

be called 'water'."c - Sanford
Kwinter.

etched into the landscape, the rivuiets, represent pathways of potential
flow of development. The bail will end up somewhere at the bottom of the
landscape, and within our frame, the real pathway can only be determined
by real time events dépendent on environmental conditions, sélections or
pressures, and perturbations encountered along the way. What this model
shows is that, although complex and mobile, developmental Systems are
nearly always smooth. They are only and very simply directed Systems.

The same epigenetic landscape seen from
below reveals the intricate System of

(F) The surgical élimination
of the gène for the eyes in
Drosophila flies produced

chemical interactions that détermine at

eyeless flies only for a

a distance the topographical features.

couple of générations before

The pegs represent gènes but the space
immediately above them represents an

the eyes were mysteriously
restored, but not the genetic
matériel.0 • Sanford Kwinter.

entirely non-linear space of corrélations
and continuous interactions.

Each guy rope is a chemical tendency

produced by the gènes but only rarely do they actually make direct contact
with the epigenetic surface. Their influences are always mediated by their
interaction with other chemicals and gènes, and so any point in the System
is sensitive to any change or event anywhere else in the network.

The increasing acceptance of the soft-system will lead to a decreasing
reliance on purely spatial qualifies. The fluid capacities of interconnected
and interacting material Systems to move and to change, to correlate
themselves with other extemal movements and changes, to embrace some

14

bandwidth of the aleatory, and to undergo spontaneous transformations
in time will be of increasing importance. While ascribing to a Le Corbusian
idéal of architecture as mechanism of extension, that is to say a dwelling
that is essentially operative, the complexity and intertwining of industry,
society and technology in the latter half of this century nécessitâtes that
architecture embrace some notions of the indeterminate.

MANIFESTATION OF THE SOFT IN ARCHITECTURE

Instead of looking at the dualistic aspect of mechanism versus organism,

(B) "Nearîy a century ago,

thèse two Systems could be approached under the heading of humanism,

Albert Einstein said: ' We
know now that science

where nature is not architecture but rather the model from which to produce
architecture in résonance with man, the human scale. The linking of
organism, mechanism and humanism is a phenomenological conséquence

cannot grow out of
empiricism alone, that in the
constructions of science we
need to use free invention

of a rationalistic process, function and technology which brings us one

which only a posteriori can
be confirmée! with

step doser to a "softer" model.

expérience as to its
usefulness. This fact could
As described by Heideigger, phenomenology in architecture takes place

élude earlier générations, to

when the architecture is allowed to attain physical form in a search for the

whom theoretical création

human scale. Humanism is the pointât which the body is no longer merely

seemed to grow inductively
out of empiricism without the

an object residing in the space of the world informing its structure.

créative influence of a free

Humanism views the body as a point of référence layered in the expérience

construction of concepts. The

of the world and engaged in "incarnate intentionality". 9 (B)

A

more primitive the status of
science is, the more readily

phenomenological body occurs when relationships of interiorization and

can the scientist live under

exteriorization are established through a language or a médium; hence

the illusion that he is a pure

the importance of the text or the idea. In a non-linear System, even though

empiricist.' Thereafter,
Einstein invented a new, free

the scheme takes on a solid form, one is always conscious of protecting an

construction of space and

opening for the unpredictable and the unknowable so that the process is

time in which the T, the

ultimately open-ended and reflexive rather than visionary and
preconceived.10

lone, existential observer,
occupied the critical and
crucial position. Then, in

15

How does one create a soft System, or a "soft" physical environment? Is it
possible to empower a form or construction with such energy? Architecture

order to extend this
construction to the human
li'mits of space and time, he

itself does not bear the conscience and the power to affect on its own the

had to adopt a new, anti-

physical and the psyché, but is posed as a question which can be answered

Euclidean, anti-Cartesian

differently depending on the context. In this way architecture triggers events,

geometry tnscnbfng space
and time."E- Lebbeus Woods.

pathways, darkness and light, figure and ground, curiosity, simplification
and exaggeration, remaining suggestive rather than factual.

Within the phenomenological tradition, the intentionality of consciousness,

Gleick's Chaos Theory

or the phenomenological body, occurs when a formalized relationship is

suggests that ordered
Systems arise spontaneously

established through a médium and binds desires, ideas and actions with

outof conditions that look

the world. While there is no System of objects governed by formai laws

chaotic, but which really

that might guarantee aesthetic efficacy, what does exist is a willingness to

harbour hidden ordering
principles. The true

establish relationships with a world that is constructed through the médiation

révélation of chaos studies is

of the body. The individual is a nothing, a useless passion, and constructs

not that order appears out of

the world by looking ahead through openings and through consciousness.

real chaos, but that some
Systems that appear chaotic

It is impossible to precisely define space and objects due to the fact that the
human being constantly seeks to be reinvented. This therefore introduces
a non-linear condition within the phenomenological tradition. Hence the

are actually just complex
System. Hence the relevance
of a point ofview of a
secondary System able to

body becomesa mechanism or a point ofview, nota machine or prescribed
science. It becomes a half-open being through the dissolution of its skin
with the manifestation of its constructions." The human body is therefore

map out the complexities of
the first without proclaiming
its inception of them.F Lebbeus Woods.

an endless paradox between the ontological form and the sensual
expérience. If space is a scientific or compositional praxis then the body
violâtes its idealistic nature as a resuit of its présence. Architecture should
therefore be approached as a séries of permutations and rehabilitations
through the superposition and disjunction of readings; it becomes the
rejection of both stability and signifier in order to reintroduce the imagination
to the fabrication of narration, désire and event. Space becomes a 'ballet
mécanique' and the building is the backdrop. 12

There may no longer be a causal relationship between architecture and its
content, its use and its meaning, but a flux of program and reason. There

(G) Within the context of the
modem movement, the
architectural machine was

are certain phenomena that cannot be approached head-on; thèse require

inevitahly linked to its

analogies, metaphors and circuitous routes in order to be grasped. It is

upkeep; industrialisation

through language that psychoanalysis uncovers the unconscious. Simple

meant domestication of the
environment. Tailoring the

buildings occur when architecture is focused on itself. When space is

body and its architecture was

defined, as in mathematical or Cartesian space, or even literally as

the goal of the machine.

ideological or psychoanalytical space, it is torn from its fluidity in both time

Domestication could be
equated with control and

and place, becoming a lump of matter, a simple artistic supplément, a sign

défense, in which the house,

freed from the real world.

like the human body,

When this occurs, architecture begins to

domesticate its ideals and control its deeper fears.(G)

become a sort of
immunology against
undesirable environmental

The distinction must be made between language as a collection of signs,
and language which is manipulated by an individual; similarly, space is

forces, such as bacteria.
Hence efficiency and purity
were the embodying

not a collection of tectonics but is itself a médium to be explored. Architecture

metaphors of the modem

is not ideologically neutral.

movement. Itistherefore

It explores relationships between formai

elaborations of space and the intervention of program, combined with the

not surprising that such a
context would produce a

abstraction of thought and représentation of events. An event is not simply

similar historical account. It

a logical séquence of words or actions but the moment at which érosion,

was thought durîng this

collapse and a questioning of the principles of the very assumptions within
which a drama takes place, introduce the possibility of an alternative
setting.

13

(H) For example, the architecture of Bernard Tschumi can be

characterized by the préfixes "de-", "dis-", "ex-": dVsmantled, c//sintegrated,

period that the Parthenon
and its accompanying
structures were not only
mathematically pure but also
white, like old bones and like
muchof the architecture of

c//slocated, dïsjuncted, deconstructed, deregulated, excentric, etc. This is
not an architecture of cause and effect between words and intended
concepts, but rather an array of Systems awaiting the act. Superposition

the time. Today, it is a well
known fact that most of
thèse structures were heavily
adorned in bold colours and

and juxtaposition, and combination and permutation, are the key concepts

gold inlays and possessed

for an exploration which is meant to relate and manifest itself freely, not

numerous additionol

gratuitously.(l) It is a non-linear architecture where the meaning is derived

adornments rendering the
architecture both stylistically

from the order of expérience, rather than the order of composition, and

and hygienically 'impure'.0 •

where its compositional order is established through the superposition of a

Bernard Tschumi.

number of multivalent Systems and ideas.

17

While architecture is not necessary in itself, the System and the excess of
architecture make it a valuable expérience. According to Tschumi, eroticism
is the pleasure of excess, not the excess of pleasure.

14

The solution lies in

blending the architectural rule with the expérience of pleasure.

(H) The Surrealists are
unquestionably linked to the
soft-system. The Surreaifst
movement transgressed the
order that resulted from
functionality and
reintroduced the order of îhe

THE PLASTICITY OF BEING: AN EXAMPLE OF A SOFT-SYSTEM

symbolic, distorted and
turned into a poetic

The body has historically been considered to be a signifier producing

phantasm liberating the
object from its function. This

meaning through formalisation, a place of writing, linguistically structured.

had the effecî of infroducîng

In modem society, the body is a place of concepts and symbolism where

a gap between the subject

disciplines regard it as an ideological terrain on which political,

and object, uncovering the
unconscious association of

technological and économie forces are constantly exerted.' 5 The body is

language and encouraging

censored and visually constrained in order to control and edit its meaning

newer and freer ones.H -

according to a social premise. Society desperately attempts to mechanize

Bernard Tschumi.

and reconstruct it, with greater efficiency and social and political conformity.
It is through reconstruction, transplantation surgery, performance enhancing
drugs and other such "artificial" means that the environment continuously
requires the corporeal skin to be shed, to become suited and perfected.
The body is also constantly restructured and reconsidered by artists,
architects, engineers and scientists. Thèse professionals seek to unshackle
the higher présence of the mind from the body,' 6 freeing it from its shell in
a desperate attempt to reach a prescribed truth.
Hence the built body folds itself, complying and

Kg»v .
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(I) From themany
précédents reviewed for this
project, the work of Carlo
Scarpa was found to hâve
disjunctive narratives which
occurred by often

conforming to the establishment.
recognizable within a social praxis.

It becomes

superimposing two Systems

In "body-

or frameworks. Scarpa

building" the machine is no longer independentand

thoughtof hisworkasa
modem intervention on an

visible but rather situâtes itself within the skin, and

historic structure.

tries to become a part of the truth and parcel ofthe soûl. The skin then

Consequently, the duality of

exists to record and pulsate to the strength of the machine undemeath it

the Systems allowed for an
attempt at both darifying

and becomes an image of a figure. The new body brings at last, at least

and exposing historical

ideally, a perrect, rree body. Tne previous inerricient rudimentary prototype

layers while letting new ideas

evolves and takes another step in the evolutionary ladder.(K)

and constructions emanaîe

Crash, authored by J.G. Ballard and conceived for the screen by David
Cronenberg, is a form of a soft-system which situâtes itself in opposition to

from the juxtaposition. The
coexistence of the fragments
allowed for growth and

this rigid framework. The idea in Crash is one that is critical to an ideaiized

expansion, allowingthe

restructuring of a machine-like body and yet recognizes thèse cultural

possibility of having the idea

tendencies by creating for them a différent vehicle. Subconsciously, Crash

expand, while revealing by
contrast the nature of the

forces the modem body, through systematic events and a Darwinian

historic structure. Scarpa

approach similar to that experienced by its predecessors, to adapt to an

explored the craft of the

industrialized society.

Crash imposes a terrain of chaotic, mechanistic

tectonics and their unfolding
progression from part to

forces in order to generate a solution and does so using mechanical and

part, joint to joint and place

cultural Systems to achieve its goal. Crash is also représentative of a soft-

to place. Spatial

system: a generator that uses triggers to organically, genetically mutate in

interpénétration is largely
absent in his work; in its

an indeterminate way the space-frame of the body. Crash is a System that

place spoce is a momentary

médiates between man and technological, social and environmental forces.

location that is continuously
modified by movement and
fluctuation of light. Above

It has already been determined that it is through the evolutionary process,

ail there is a play on tfme

or the conséquence of genetic imprinting and environmental circumstances,

and on the paradoxical
nature of durability and

that the structure of the body is made unique.

In addition, it is the

reciprocations between thoughts and directions that are read by the human
skeleton for mapping its changes and directions. The techniques of the
body therefore follow a subliminal set of directions. The crash brings this
set of directions, forward into the conscious realm, gives it a framework
within which to operate, and then lets the event itself dictate the outcome of
the expérience. The reconstruction of the body becomes a metaphor that
situâtes itself on the surface of the problem; what Crash really intends is to
intens ifythe sensuality of the event.
fragility. There exists a
cinematic sensibility and a
In the car crash the human b o d y increases its perception of the w o r l d due

gênerai irradicable

to the création, o r construction, of secondary orifices w h i c h serve as a n

melancholy, a romantic state
ofthings. In Scarpa's work,

extra set of sensors. The original sensés could be perceived to be situated

romanticism is circumstance,

in openings that hâve a n uncanny resemblance to wound-like apertures.

action and counter-reaction,

In utilizing thèse orifices, the crash already draws from a built précèdent,

softness and sharp
movements. The sensuality

its results are manifested in the current body. It is through the assembly of

is in the duality, in the

thèse objecfs and events that Crash créâtes a

projection of force and the

mechanism capable of transferring the energy of one
operand to the next. Energy is used as a tool; it is an

infernafîzatfon of the process

U
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operand which is transferred from the car to the body both in a physical
and a psychological form. Furthermore, the act of procréation, through

of this force.1 • Richard
Murphy.

(K) Elaine Scarry describes

sexual expérimentation, serves as another operand contributing to the same

'being' as an exercise of

chain of events. The soft-system finally takes form as a resuit of culture and

eternal transcendence where
tomake isto relievethe

context, with the narration as the macro operational generator.

imagination of the act of
construction. The artifact is

Prosthetic objects are tools of incorporation for the

artifice. The act of making
becomes dépendent on the

host. In Crash, the car becomes the operative tool, a
perfect symbol and figuration of the body as a spatial
construction. The car represents the transcendence and Crash is the soft-

intention and circumstance,
but once fabrication takes
place, this tool becomes a
lever and intensifier of action

system, the combination of constructions and events, the rediscovery of

and event. The expérience

physical and social forces put together in a chaotic structure for the purpose

occurs through the body's

of dwelling in the world. The resuit, the expérience and the process are

extension and retraction
through the constructed

indeterminate and sensual, perhaps even architectural.

object. Through the création
of thèse objects, the human

To show the complexity of readings and repercussions

body is able to manipulate
its perception of the world

of such a System in unveiling the cultural landscape

and transfer the world back

of a society, the crash must be studied further. The

to itself. Diller and Scofidio
descrfbe three fundamental

car is the prosthetic body; it is the embodiment of the

perceptive functions:

corporeal being which conserves on itself the imprint,

exteroception, five sensés

the probable resuit of the opération. The car, through

situated on the surface of the
body and exposed to the

représentation, as in a drawing, conveys how the

world, proprioception, the

energy will impact the occupant. The déformations, such as unfolded métal

sensé of balance and

planes revealing seams, may détermine the présence of a wound or an

proportioning as well as
positioning in space by

incision. The surface discoloration of the frame is perhaps the location of
a bruise. Like the architectural plan, thèse déformations must be studied in
order to better understand the opérations of the soft System. The car wounds

muscular tension, and
interception, ail sensations
of the viscéral organs

situatGu on the body's
can be compared and traced pnysically onto the phenomenological being.
Furthermore, to study the historical context of the crash is to give it a

interior. Artifacfs and spaces

are therefore forms of

meaningful narrative in the time frame of our existence.

presencing of the body.
(ombined with our sensarial
One could say that the car in Crash is représentative of the greatest

capabilities and our

(perceived) technological threat of our modem times: the replacement of

imagination, they are means
by which the sentient body

the human being by the automated machine. The car can therefore be

créâtes and receives the

understood as the predator. Thus the human being is engaged in a survival

world and cornes to dwell

game with its own création - i.e. car/predator, human/prey - an analogy

andto be. Theshell of the
body is what divides the

embodying the cultural phenomenon of industrialization.

In this

outside from the inside, the

arrangement the crash is once more the trigger for organic mutation,

formed from the desired.

accomplished through the survival of the fittest. The body is not perceived

The body therefore
continuously seeks to

as a machine but as an organism caught in a cultural mechanism. Once
the hunt is over, i.e. the crash has occurred, the occupants engage in the
sexual act. As they are in a state of intensified alertness, their bodies

dissolve itself to fulfill,
representondshareits
interior state. It
accomplishes this through a

marked by the impact of the chase, it is time to conceive, to attempt to
impart genetic mutations through procréation to produce a secondary
construction more adapted, more résilient to its environment: a befter

créative act with the world,
hence the body becomes an
open structure. Pleasure and
pain become asensorial

dwelling machine. Hence the construction is adaptive and non-linear; it

appropriation of the

nécessitâtes a community of people, a culture of artifacts such as the

sentience where to be is a

automobile, the highway, the city and the sexual act, and must be

mental and physical openended narrative for which

experienced in order to be effective. Finally, the automobile becomes a

the body is a point ofview.

metaphor for the space of the nest or even the table of Frankenstein in

To construct is to daim our

which the inhabitation and reconception take place. The conséquence in

environment, and when well
incorporated as body

not being able to expérience and partake in this act of dwelling, in this

structures thèse artifacts tend

awareness of being alive, is death. To summarize, Crash explores the

to disappear from our

disturbing potentialities of contemporary society's increasing dependence
on technology as intermediary in human relations.

attention and become part
and parcelof our perception,
as long as they do not
malfunction.' Elaine Scarry.
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REHABIUTATING THE ANGUS SHOPS

- Author, Topographies

il

THE INTERVENTION

"It is the stillestof places thateverwas. Asthough suddenly
you are struck deaf. Why, when the blood sluices fierce
as Niagara, when the brain teems with electricity, and
the numberless cells exchange their goods in ceaseless
commerce - Why is it so silent?" - Richard Selzer.17

The project selected for this thesis, thatof rehabilitating the Canadian Pacific
warehouse known as the Angus Shops in east Montréal, seeks to elaborate
on a vision, a certain attitude towards space and architecture in its physical
form. The intention of the project is to develop methods of study and
analysis, whether it be through sketches, models or installations, to engender
a médium capable of sustaining and manifesting complex Systems of forces
and expériences where architecture is a two-way process of osmosis. What
is achieved in this study is the possibility of a more direct, intuitive relationship
between the work and its culture.

The intent of the project is to insert an interventive gesture which reflects
and reveals, as well as compléments, the natural occurrences of the site
while adding the necessary paradigms to let this additional system exist.
An intervention does not start anew nor does it complète an intention;
rather, it situâtes itself somewhere in an existing framework and acts as an
extemal force, revealing or redirecting the existing currents. By building
and designing an intervention, one créâtes an architecture of indeterminacy,
extracting an order and an expérience derived from a particular state of
mind, place and time. The intervention has the ability to draw strength
and structure from this turbulence and yet be caught in the middle of it.
This is the basic praxis set out by phenomenology.

The intervention takes the form of an architectural terrain. It was necessary

to conceptualize the intervention as an incisive secondary topography within
an existing framework, a system nestled within a System.

"Topography is the représentation of place that reveals
the knowledge of it not as a type or class, but as the
place itself. Topography is geographical, but it can also
be architectural. Places are physical, but they can also
be mental. Such places are particular, singular, and their
description should not eradicate their individuality.
Topography, then, is the représentation of the particular,
but it is a form of représentation that articulâtes rather
than depicts: it reveals multiple landscapes, rather than
representing or reproducing one in the mannerof graphie

It is by setting in and on the Shops a séries of fragments put together as a
secondary System that the qualifies and functions of the Shops are revealed
as a topography. Thèse fragments perform and guide a séries of opérations
to the existing structure. When combined with other operands the effect is
exponential, creating an organisai, a soft-system. Hence thèse secondary
constructions undertake the task of laying out the sub-construction of thèse
places, deconstructing them, revealing the origin and intention of their
appearance with no other aim than to draw from what they are.

The intervention on the Shops therefore becomes an analytical construction
of the contours, curves, levels and orientations, as well as an inscription of
the social and cultural settings of the place. The System does not utilize a
scientific formula founded on a universal paradigm, but rather it is a 'soft'
approach. It is a question of writing, of laying out, to allow knowledge of
time and place to make sensé of it. What then makes it possible to distinguish
between one soft-system and another are the différences between the
subjects. Récognition of différence leads to the affirmation of the plural
and the indeterminate. A plural culture makes of différences its profile, its
distinctive outline and characteristic features.

Disjunction and fragmentation of architecture is a reflection of the building
process that is contemporary architecture. The architect is no longer the

master builder or the mason. But because of the technological processes
implied in building today, the architect's work médiates between production
and construction, offering innumerable possibilities. According to Walter
Benjamin, the différence between the mason/architect and the architect of
today can be explained through the comparison of the shaman (magician)
and the surgeon. The magician "attempts to cure by means of the authority
of his own individual personality, and by virtue of the spécial power that
he represents." The surgeon on the other hand,

"opérâtes upon the patient, employing a technical
procédure that is both objective and impersonal. Décisive
in each one ofthe contacts the surgeon establishes with
the body he seeks to cure, but far removed from any idea
of positioning himself as a whole subject before another
whole subject. The new technical condition, product of
the new social division of work defines the manner by
which action isproduced. Only the coordination of thèse
direct actions on the patient will lead to a successful
surgical resuit."19

The architect sets in motion the development of a process from an idea or
a diagnostic to the end resuit of architecture. The architect engages the
multiple fragments of a process and becomes their director. The rôle of the
architect is to coordinate the action of ail the disparate mechanisms. The
present-day architect does not produce the project in person as did the
mason-architect, but rather dérives a complex set of documents that
describes the actions to be carried out by each one of the intervening
agents. That everything is decided in the montage does not mean that the
work is systematic and impersonal; on the contrary, the montage which the
architect puts together consists of the skill and intelligence with which he
assembles the contributions of ail operators of the building in the space
and time of the project. A project is, by définition, a technological instrument
that allows for the reproduction and the production of the work of
architecture after it has first been assembled in the virtual and fictitious

space of the design. Like the director, the architect ensures the production,
or set of variables against which the actors play, and so the architecture
becomes a back drop, a médium to the events and processes. It is by no
means accidentai that protocols are drawn up by orchitects in offices that
are referred to as studios.20

The intent of this project is to think of space not as defining compositional
boundaries but rather as the act of extension, manipulation, and médiation,
of représentation and mapping.

The envelopes of space become

technomorphic envelopes which negotiate between our body and the
surrounding forces. The technology and construction of spaces are to be
studied as tools capable of visually measuring the conditions and
conséquences of the built space. Space therefore cornes into existence to
synthesize and extract the forever changing natural and invisible forces
which are exerted on it by the building and its environment.

"I know only moments, and lifetimes that are as moments,
and forms that appear with infinité strength then melt into
air. I am an architect, a constructor of worlds, a sensualist
who worships the flesh, the melody, a silhouette against
the darkening sky. I cannot know your name. Nor can
you know mine".21

THE SITE

The site considered for the project is that of the Angus Shops and its
immédiate surroundings located in east-end Montréal. Although the entire
lot is owned and operated by the Canadian Pacific Railway, the design
and planning of the remaining portion of the site is not part of the
intervention. The landscape which was explored was that of the Shops.

The site of the Angus Shops involves an extensive pièce of land bounded to
the south by the original Canadian Pacific (CP) rail system Connecting it to

the old port. The original long axis of the site runs in the northeast-southwest
direction. The directions within the Shops generally run on an east-west
axis and the mid-way was given a south-north orientation. The site is
approached from residential streets on the south-east side of the site. The
building is hidden in a cloister of residential development, a few loyers
removed from the main thoroughfare of Sherbrooke Street. Considering
the enormous scale of the structure, one ironically stumbles into it. Only
once the site has been entered is the organization and the organism that
was the Angus Shops fully understood.

The Angus Shops were originally intended for the fabrication of locomotives
and passenger and freight cars, and for the maintenance and repair of
rolling stock. At présent the site is essentially vacant except for the Shops;
however, in its early state the site contained numerous other structures which
housed différent activities.

From 1904 to the 1950s, the activities at the Angus Shops were largely
self-contained. The Shops operated as a large scale industrial city, and
included a forging and machine shop, a grey iron foundry, a car machine
shop, a wood finishing shop, a dry kiln, a planning mill and a reclaim
dock for scrap métal and other recyclable materials. An array of smaller
structures also existed to house miscellaneous goods and activities, even
gardening. After 1 9 2 1 , locomotives were rarely constructed at the Angus
Shops with the last one assembled in 1944.

During World War I, the

Shops produced munitions such as bombs and artillery casings, while during
World War II, armoured vehicles including 1420 Valentine tanks, marine
engines, range finders, and other types of ordinance were produced.

From the periodof 1951 toi 974, the activities at the Angus Shops declined
dramatically. CP started to purchase locomotive parts outside of the site,
which meant that no new structures were erected on the site and instead,
redundant buildings and structures were demolished. For example, due to

the diesel locomotive replacing the steam engine, many buildings associated
with the steam period were demolished, such as the wheel foundry and
auxiliary

storage

sheds.

Eventually, in the 1960s, the Shops
were re-adapted for the repair and
maintenance of diesel locomotives
and so certain spatial conversions
as well as the reconfiguration of
the Shops occurred.

The large

scale consolidation of the Shop opérations and further démolition of
buildings occurred in the mid-1970s. Many of thèse activities were relocated
within the locomotive shops, i.e. the Angus Shops, which meant that
additions and extension to the Shops were required to incorporate thèse
activities. From the 1980s to the 1990s, the remaining buildings were
demolished. By 1 993, only the locomotive and heavy freight car areas
within the Shops, the gênerai office and the former Grey Iron Foundry are
still standing.22

From 1993 to 1996, the circus troupe "Cirque du Soleil" occupied the
northern one-third of the Shops. The coexistence of the Circus and of the
Shops was somewhat ill-fitted. The Shops provided the Circus with a crude
shelter and the large spatial conditions necessary for their occupancy.
However, the scale and nature of the Shops were such that while utilized
by a secondary industry, they were left essentially intact and unaltered.
Only a few temporary partitions were installed and the natural order of
the building was used. As a resuit, the distinct impression was that the
présence of Cirque du Soleil was at best transitory.

In fact, Cirque du

Soleil vacated the facility in November 1996 and relocated to a new facility
at Montréal's Carrière Miron. Now the Shops are empty, and it appears
that an unavoidable destiny awaits them.

THE PROCESS

The architectural investigation of the Angus Shops began with the
construction or two installation pièces. Even though it is possible to study

(M) Richard Henriquez's
Memory Théâtre can be
taken as an example of

the intervention compositionally in terms of its plan, sections and élévations,
and through use of models, thèse methods are considered static and limited.
To be able to study the émergent qualities of the intervention, an additional

architectural
instrumentation. Several of
the pièces aresurveying
tripods which hâve a

tool was sought. This tool would become a préfiguration of the dynamism

contraption in place of the

of the intended project, a sort of test pièce, like the car in Crash. It would

théodolite at the head of the

be a construction that parallels the subject phenomenon in ways that

instrument. Once the tripod
is set on the desired

illuminate certain aspects of it. As it would not be an architectural model

landscape, the legs of the

but rather the équivalent of instrumentation,23 the construction would hâve

device triangulate a small

the ability to reveal a séries of qualitative modules and rules of construction

area. A specifically
infinitésimal point is fhen

for either one of the éléments or the entire gesture by representing in a
graphie way the intuition of the designer.(M)

selected and marked by the
présence of theplumbline
hanging from the heod of
the instrument and pointing

The tool took the form of two installations. The first installation was based

to the ground. As a scientific

on the création of a free operational fragment which takes the form of a

tool, the information is

manually pumped artificial heart. The pièce was built to evoke an emotional

translated from the ground
up theplumbline and into

realization or sudden self-awareness. The true nature of the pièce can

the instrument whereitis

only be perceived through its opération. Diller's and Scoffidio's discussion

extracted in the form of

of bodybuilding is critical in understanding this first installation:

numerfcal data. The premise
of most scientific
instrumentation is that the

"Foucauldians, on both sides of the Atlantic, accuse Lacan

information be tabulated in

of conceiving a smooth body without organs, a tabula

the form of numbers so that

rasa composed of a patchwork of pièces, a kind of slate

a secondary model, usually

on which 'power' can write the text of the law. Now, the

mathematics, can interpret

body without organs is confronted by the disturbing

graphically or through

prospect of an organ without a body - that is, transplants,

formulation this information.

preserved in 'organ banks' (aptly named), hybrid, almost

In the surveying équipaient

monstrous species born out of coupling flesh and

of the Memory Théâtre, the

apparatus, which are 'free', in otherwords, available on

information that is extracted

the market like any other commodity. Transplant surgery

from the ground takes on

introduces a caesura between organ and body. In a heart

another form, an

transplant, 'the heart is no longer innervated, since the

architectural one. What is
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intervention irreversibly severs cardiac nerves linking the
organ to subcortical cérébral centers; consequently, it
suppresses reflex adaptation circuits'.

The patient is

deprived of any immédiate physiological translation
during emotional outbursts which may accompany
feelings like joy or fear."15

The heart was constructed in a way which reveals
ail of its mechanisms so that it bears no physical
secrets. Built and extracted like architecture, it is

extracted is constructed in

the intended use of it that brings the pièce a

place of the théodolite. This
architectural instrument

psychological meaning. The constructed heart can

therefore reveals line of

be operated with one of the hands of the user. By clamping and releasing
the handieof the heartthemechanical pumping action is performed. What

sight, quality and type of
material, certain aspects of
its history relative to where

is really "built" is the relationship between the user
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and theapparatus. The dependency between the
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the instrument is positioned
and certain gestures
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perceived or needed on the

object and the user would necessitate the
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site. Hence the architectural

continuous activation of the handle for the
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maintenance of life. Suddenly, the object brings
forth an existential realm where the user is forced
to question his strength, time and dependency on
technoloqy, that had until this time been an
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unconscious action taken for granted. This créâtes

data is constructed into the
desired form by the
instrument, from which, like
themathematical model, the
architecture can be
formulated.K - Howard
Schubert.

a fault between the organ and the user, yet still allows the original functional
relationship to take place. The object is then able to translate the underlying
notions of maintenance and effort by transforming them into a physical act
and a psychological construction.

As a resuit of this installation, it was decided that some of the fragments of
the intervention necessitate the présence of the Shops as the final envelope.
A dépendent relationship, similar to that of the user and the heart, would
be integrated between the old and the new.

It was decided that while

spatially and functionally fitted to each other, there would exist a caesura
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between the incisive pièces and the Shops.(N) As the cure is the ultimate
goal of the transplant, the intervention would seek to work from the Shops
in such a way that they could be maintained as a large-scale industrial
manufacturing structure.

From the very beginning of the project, it was
intuitively understood that the Shops would hâve

(L) "Nos os flottent dans un
double vêtement de chair
précieuse et d'habits

to be subdivided so that the scale of the structure

transparents ou opoques

could be dealt with. It was in building the second

selon les saisons du coeur ou

installation that the relationship between the
subdivision and the Shops was explored.

This

second pièce is referred to as the 'métal cow' or

la nécessite des masques.
Nos os flottent selon les
movement célestes que nous
sommes capables ou non
d'imprimer a nos

the 'weather box'.(L) It basically consists of two

déplacements terrestres."

cubic envelopes, one nestled within the other,

"We are composée ofa

constructed in the same manner and out of the

celestial body placed within a
terrestrial body, our bones

same materials. It is proportionally based on block
modulators taken from the scale of the human body. One of the envelopes
is exposed and protects the other, creating a sensé of sacrifice and of

are placed within a suit of
flesh. The impact of the
terrestrial body onto fhe
earth is translated to the

incubation. The nestled System is carefully lifted from the bottom of the box
by an aluminum rail and fasten together by a ring beam at the top.

celestial body within
ourselves."l - Vie Des Arts.

Consequently, the outer shell is always disengaged from the secondary
System, obviously influenced by the caesura of the initial apparatus. The
inner cubes can be accessed at ail times since the outer shell possesses
precisely defined incisions allowing it to be taken apart.

To further protect the internai construction, the cubes are inlaid with a
plastic coating and contain insulation. The weather box is meant to sit for
as long as possible in a yard with hoses attached to several nozzles, or
orifices, circulating heat, allowing for control of the température and
condition of the interior of the container. The idea is that the pièce requires
ifs keeper to either préserve if or relinquish if fo fhe processes of nature, in
which case the outer envelope is expected to eventually decay, exposing at
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a later date time the inner envelope to a similar fate. Because the two
envelopes are built similarly, the keeper would be able to measure the

(0) Through discussion with
the commiftee for this thesis
profect, the 'métal cow'

forces exerted on the 'métal cow' by its environment simply by contrasting

highlighted an interesting

the state of the two constructions. On the other hand, the keeper could

cultural process. The process

engage in the upkeep of the outer shell, adding subtiey to it as required in
order to counter-act the effect of the environment.

of its construction was similar
to the possession of a
heirloom. for example,
assume a family has in its
possession for six

It was through studying this préservation process that it was realized that
the intervention on the Shops would not be the first but the fifth one.(O)
After carefully examining the Shops, it was possible to trace from its présent

générations a hammer;
however, the head of the
hammer has been replaced
three times and the handle

state the previous building interventions. The initial addition consisted of

four fimes. In this instance,

blocking the openings of the entire south side and adding a section along

the physical présence of the

the entire length of the building.

The slope of the roof structure was

object only takes on meaning
through the manifestation of

maintained and the inhérent language of the brick wall enclosing a steel

the préservation process that

frame was repeated while skylights were added. The second and third

links the function of the

interventions, for which it was possible to obtain original construction

physical object and ail of the
individuals who used it. To

drawings, consisted of adding two structures to each extremity of the new

suddenly take the hammer

section in a similar manner to the first intervention but in a différent scale.

and set it on the mantle

It is suspected that the fourth intervention, the infilling of ail openings of the

pièce of the house would be
to deny its inhérent value.

Shops except for the original skylight structure and the industrial doors
through the use of concrète blocks, took place as the Shops started to
manufacture munitions amenities for the First World War. This intervention
was probably undertaken for reasons of security and to reduce operating
costs in a time of économie disparity. Once the activities at the Shops had
returned to normal, a few shed structures were added on both the south
side and the north side to accommodate supervisory offices and facilities

I

!

2 I

for the workers. Finally, the last intervention was performed by the Cirque
du Soleil. The act of segregating a portion of the Shops and building
within this new appropriated boundary provided a major due in setting
the nature of the intervention.

4
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On a smaller scale, what had become the interior walls of the Shops were
layered with piping, electrical wiring and boxes. As well, miscellaneous
openings such as doors, emergency passageways and secondary windows
were filled in over time in both the original structure and the block infills. It
is interesting to note that because of thèse interventions and the scale of the
Shop, the structure has always been referred to in the plural, implying a
notion of multiplicity even though it is essentially one structure with three
sections.

It was therefore obvious that regardless of how many parts the intervention
on the Angus Shops would be composed of, the structure should remain a
single organism. The Shops should remain and be read and referred to as
the Angus Shops. Furthermore, the intervention should also be able to
sustain itself in the eventual removal of the existing structure.

THE ANGUS SHOPS

A program had to be developed which would embody ail of the previously
established factors and concerns with regard to the Shops. The program
had to be flexible, indeterminate and basically consist of a polyvalent
topography capable of ségrégation, subdivision and répétition.

The

intervention was therefore visualized as a toppled or three-dimensional
skyscraper where the répétition of éléments would occur vertically and
horizontally. The Shops would be subdivided into five segments, each of
which would contain the following genetic éléments:

The entrance;
The plates;
The offices and bathrooms, conférence room and storage;
The intermediate shop;

The shop,
The spécial labs room;

The superintendents offices;
The platform;
The plate loading dock;
The shop loading dock;

The proposed soft topographical intervention is essentially composed of
thèse "genetic" fragments assembled in a certain order to provide the Shops
with a number of attachments while maintaining and rehabilitating ail of
the qualifies and conditions of the original building. Thèse éléments will
forge new spatial and programmatic conditions, compensating for the
deficiencies of the Shops without dramatically restructuring the entire
building. Each of thèse fragments, some incisive, some additive and some
modulative, are referred to as operands. When ail of the operands are
put in place they create a secondary topography and act on the Shops as
a soft-system, a configuration capable of adapting the needs and events of
a spécifie tenant at a spécifie location in the Shops. The différence befween
each of the fragments in both the Shops and the intervention create
pathways, corridors, thresholds, lightwells, vertical circulation, séquences
and edge conditions. Ail of thèse éléments forge the internai landscape of
the Shops. Like the ipegenetic model, the genetic fragments are merely
suggestive of the final topography of any particular location in the Shop.
The operands are a présence creating an effect of multiplicity, and it is the
interaction between them that will forge the non-linear condition of the

Shops.

DESIGN DOCUMENTATION

"...architecture would consist of a perpesctive orcheology constantly
projecting new loyers of 'civilization' on old Systems, the sums of the
modifications would reflect the never ending évolution of Systems of
discipline."

". .architecture of revision can maintain the viable, modify the unten-

able."

Rem Koolhas, S.M.LXL
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THE DESIGN

In their présent condition, the existing shops are an unhealthy structure: a
single, enormous space ill-fitted for multiple use or occupancy, too large to
heat, maintain and service. The size of the Shops has been the most
detrimental factor in their récent life as it is extremely difficult to rent areas
of the structure to multiple users for industrial purposes. Although the dark
and cavernous qualifies of the Shops are appealing, they are inappropriate
for the accomplishment of any task.

The proposed intervention and rehabilitation of the Angus Shops began
with the placement of the first operands within the existing Shops. Thèse
operands are conceived as incisive éléments subdividing the Shops into
five segments. Each of thèse incisions provide the individual segments of
the Shops with ventilation, heating and electrical services and a sequestered
main industrial area. Thèse incisive éléments are placed on an elevated
floor plane, positioned at the standard loading height and are covered by
an overhead structure which registers and utilizes the existing steel skeleton
of the Shops. Vertical service walls join the under side of the floor plane to
the roof of the fragment creating an intake and out-take ventilation system
for each of the segments. Each of thèse incisive arms also contain controlled
laboratory fragments. The serviceable nature of thèse constructions could
be adapted to create highly controlled environments within thèse pièces if
needed. Thèse pièces are placed within the larger skeleton created by
thèse planes.

Each of thèse industrial segments sustain the complète opération
requirements of the Shops manufacturing needs. Theid ea is to concentrate
within the segment every élément, from the head office to the production
line. To accomplish this task, supplementary fragments are required and
are accommodatea within the sixth addition to the Shops. This addition
follows the modification processes that hâve already occurred within the

Shops throughout their history.

Like the additions before it, this sixth

condition is constructed to sustain the industrial nature of the Shops and is
essentially built in way that maintains the inhérent qualifies of the Shops
such as their scale, spatial relationship between use and structure, their
lighting condition and their industrial construction.

The sixth addition is placed on the
north-west side of the Shops since the
main subdivided body is easily
accessible from this peripheral edge
and the opposite side of the Shops
already contains ail of the previous
additions, creating too many loyers between the required addition and the
productive main body. Furthermore, if placed on the south-east side, the
sixth addition would place the new, modified Shops on the edge of the
existing road. The scale of the Shops to that of the adjacent residential
housing would create an awkward situation. By placing the addition on
the north-west side, the building remains a parcel of its greater site, offering
the original brick structure to the eastern and southern résidences. The
offset and contrast provided by the extensive flat pièce of land on this side
of the Shops allows for a complète readingof the gesture and scale, placing
great importance on the élévation of the addition. The site therefore flows
towards the building and folds into the élévation.

Each segment of the addition possesses a main spatial fragment which
contains two industrial plates. The main floor plate is a double story volume
running the length of the segment and is of a scale comparable to that of
the main Shops. The plates are bound by a curtain wall which is referred
to as the châssis of the addition. The châssis, as its name would suggest, is
a structural élément supporting each of the industrial floor plates and the
roof structure. Although it is heavily glazed, the impression

ofthe wall is

not that it is transparent as the grid structure of the élément is thick, wide

and solid. The nature of the wall is comparable to that of the original large
industrial mesh Windows usually contained within the brick walls allowing
panoramic views toward the site and constant soft, ambient north light.
The châssis is positioned between a large retaining wall élément and the
second story floor plane which folds vertically to reveal the châssis. Each
of the plates is framed at its end by two distinct vertical fragments: the lift at
the east end which is encased in a opaque steel frame, and a stairwell and
loading dock at the west end.

The smaller-scale fragments are
situated on the terrace floor. Thèse
fragments include the offices, work
space, bathrooms, storage and
conférence room. This floor plane
folds at the châssis creating a
strong distinction between what is
within the Shops, and what is placed outside between the new gesture and
the existing Shops. The terrace space and the intermediate shop space
directly below create loyer capable of mediating circulation, light and scale.
This layer allows the reinstatement of side lighting in the main Shops and
allows the new industrial plate to be naturally lit from both sides of its
length. As they are placed within the courtyard, the smaller-scale fragments
hâve complète privacy and natural light, and consequently are contained
within an apparent single gesture, placing
great emphasis on the élévation of the
building.

In this way they are also

positioned as pièces capable of observing
the workings of the internai landscape of
their industry.

Ail or fhese penpheral fragments are contained by the structural élévation
of the addition. On the élévation of the new gesture a large screen structure

is used to thread together ail of
the segments of the addition. This
élément is a screen wall built like
the temporary wood retaining
structure placed in the earth at
the time of excavating during the
building process. Hence the élévation can be read as retaining ail of the
new éléments of the addition. Furthermore, this screen is composed of two
vertical panels per bay, of which the horizontal louvers can be operated to
increase the ambient light into the industrial plates. This retaining structure
is slightly offset providing a layer in which a suspended steel catwalk and
stairwell System are placed for emergency circulation from both of the
industrial plates to the exterior.

Hence, the châssis is therefore contained within a secondary envelope
consisting of the structure of the élévation and the peripheral folded terrace
floor. It is the différence between the fragments themselves, the fragments
and the envelopes in both Shops, and the addition that together create the
remaining pathways, corridors, thresholds and edge conditions forging
the internai landscape of the Shops. Thèse différences are accentuated by
a séries of skylights running on the length of the addition. As with the
previous éléments added to the Shops, thèse glass structures borrow the
construction and context of the existing skylight of the main Shops. While
thèse skylights run the length of the building the ones ofthe existing Shops
are composed of a repetitious structure forming a similar datum. One is
simply another constructed version of the other. This répétition of éléments
and structure is carried throughout the assembly of the intervention, allowing
the démarcation between fragment and envelope, serving as a vocabulary
capable of gauging scale throughout the intervention.

The différence between each or the segments appended to the Shops allows
for cohésion between the incisive landscape ofthe main Shops and the

landscape of the addition by the registration of the elevated floor plane
and the access from the élévation along thèse arms. As seen in the cross
section through Segment C, ail of the industrial shop spaces situated on the
ground floor flow into each other starting from the open volume ofthe
existing shop floor through the intermediate shop below the courtyard to
reach the large open volumes of the new industrial plates. While the skylights
wash each of thèse operands to accentuate their différences, the architecture
of the operands such as the glass châssis, the transparent spaces of the
main floor, the threshold of the existing peripheral shop wall and the
registration of the elevated plate floor compose the large flowing internai
industrial landscape. Within the structure, the sensation will be one of
moving from room to room via corridors and door ways, through structures
and in-betweens, giving the Shops a richness in space and texture, lighting,
scale and promenade.

The répétition of the segments appended to the Shops and the fragments
that compose them will create the entire gesture of the addition. The resuit
is similar to that of the skyscrapper, a séries of segments composed of
pièces and open floor plates, accessible through common semi-public
entrances and lobbies, ready to be adjusted and occupied and even perhaps
re-subdivided to respond to the industrial needs of its user.

The proposed modifications to the Angus Shops will préserve the inhérent
qualities of the Shops such as the large open spaces, revealed structures,
skylights, skins and carcass. The original industrial and architectural nature
of the main portion of the Angus Shops will not only be maintained, it will
be sustained through this intervention. The sixth addition will become part
ofthe Shops, and the original building and the new intervention will continue
to be read as one structure; the rehabilitated Angus Shops.

CONCLUSION

The focus of this thesis project was to think of architecture as an openended narrative. As a créative act, architecture has a responsibility to be
critical and constructive, to forge the new, and to intrigue, by letting us
read and wander into it. The prerequisite investigation in phenomenology,
coupled with the understanding of the soft-system, allowed the project to
address an existentialist realm which is critical of the two-dimensional
constructions seen today. The conceptualization of an intervention as a
soft-system is an inévitable resuit of wanting to create an architectural
membrane capable of excluding and including spaces which hâve the
ability to resonate in indeterminate ways against impacting forces. Because
of the soft-model, it is possible to build an architecture which is pliable and
molded around the currents and events of its particular situation. It is also
possible to provide a simple existentialist condition, a phenomenological
framework, that can be structured like the poem or the work of art: openended and suggestive yet capable of maintaining its essence. The study of
the soft-system has led to the récognition of many of its forms, two of which
were examined in this document in order to dérive an understanding of its
émergent nature: the epigenetic landscape and Crash, a novel by J.G.
Ballard. Finally, utilized as a soft architectural topography, it allows the
subject to occupy space at a more fundamental level of perception.

This thesis project can be summarized in one word: process. Culture,
environment, human beings and technology ail change and are regenerated
through the dwelling process. To hâve the wisdom and ability to let a
process take place is to hâve the ability to question and generate a
continuous phenomenological expérience. Picasso once said computers
are useless, as they can only provide answers. The study of the meaning
of process leads to the implication that architecture must be indeterminate
and multiple in nature.

By allowing the différent currents to arise as a resuit of process, many of
the phenomenological qualifies of the Shops were recovered, such as the
plurality of the site which is reflected in the Shops as a small self-sufficient
industrial city, and the industrial qualifies and measures of scale, movement
and light. In this way, architecture simply becomes a manifestation of ail
of the physical, environmental and cultural tensions exerted onto it.

As such, the development of the project allowed for the configuration of a
somewhat new program and building type. Industrial parks can be
perceived as a suburban manifestation of the Shops. Like their housing
équivalent, thèse parks sprawl along highways as cookie-cutter structures
and simplistically ornamented sheds. They show no trace of architectural
thought and organisation. They become simple economical and practical
constructions, claiming and destroying a precious landscape. Because of
the multiplicity, fragmentation and process ofthe soft intervention, the Shops
can be viewed as a highly densified and polyvalent urban gesture, like the
skyscraper, tying it more closely to its immédiate urban circumstance. Like
the skyscraper, the Shops hâve the ability to consolidate a large number of
tenants because of their built-in adaptability. The concentration of industry
in east end Montréal could create a long-awaited régénération of the area's
économie and urban situation.
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